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Repetition and trace interaction: Superadditivity
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McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

This paper reports five experiments that examined memory for repeated and unrepeated pairs
of words. In over 40 experimental comparisons, cued recall of the repeated pairs was better than
it would have been if the words had been repeated as independent cognitive events. Therefore,
memory traces do interact with other traces of the same nominal items. Our account of superad
ditive recall is that some encodings fail on the final test because they lack a needed piece of infor
mation. Specifically, some need additional item-specific information to enable access by the cue,
and some need relational information for recall of the target. The second trial is an implicit test
of memory, whose results give the system a heuristic basis for standing pat or doing more encod
ing. If a retrieved encoding needs less than a new one to become a success, it has a good chance
of becoming a success, and recall is superadditive. However, if the ease of retrieving the encod
ing is for the wrong reasons, such as massed repetition, the item remains a failure, and recall
is subadditive.

Why does repetition help memory? Our answer is that
the second occurrence of an item is an implicit memory
test whose outcome is a heuristic comment about whether
the item is adequately encoded. If the first encoding is
retrieved easily (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973) or fluently
(Jacoby & Dallas, 1981), the implication is that the item
is adequately encoded already. Ifno encoding is retrieved,
the item, like a new one, needs to be encoded to become
adequate. The interesting case occurs if items retrieve the
first encoding, but retrieval is sufficiently nonfluent or
difficult that the item receives additional encoding. Be
cause the additional encoding is influenced by the retrieved
encoding, a dependency is established between the tem
porally distinct occasions.

Memory for repeated items has three sources. First,
some items are encoded adequately after only one study.
Second, some items that fail completely the first time be
come adequately encoded on the second trial. Third, some
items are inadequately encoded for the test but are retriev
able on the second trial. These items are primed, in the
sense that the second encoding need not start from scratch.
The extent to which repeated items exceed unrepeated
items depends on how often each of these events occurs.

How much improvement should occur with repetition?
A useful benchmark is the level of improvement that
would occur if each trial adds an independent contribu
tion to memorability (see Atkinson, Bower, & Crothers,
1965). If the first trial adequately encodes some propor
tion, x, of the items and the second trial adds x of the rest,
then x+x(l-x) repeated items will be remembered. If
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memory for repeated items is worse than expected, repe
tition is subadditive. Ifmemory for repeated items is bet
ter than expected, repetition is superadditive. The ques
tion is whether the second trial adds less than x, x, or more
than x of the items that were missed the first time.

The fluency of retrieving the first encoding is a heuris
tic basis for assessing memorability. However, the less
the second trial is like the test, the less faith can be placed
in fluency as a predictor of success. If, for example, the
second trial follows so soon after the first that all first
encodings are fluently retrieved, poorly encoded items are
unlikely to become adequate. There is much evidence that
massed repetition has subadditive effects (Gartman &
Johnson, 1972; Glenberg & Lehmann, 1980; Glenberg
& Smith, 1981; Jacoby, 1978; Paivio, 1974, 1975; Ross
& Landauer, 1978). If the trials are spaced, however,
repeated items show a greater benefit. Many experiments
have found that free recall of repeated items is additive
(Glenberg & Lehmann, 1980; Glenberg & Smith, 1981;
Paivio, 1974, 1975; Ross & Landauer, 1978). Recogni
tion, in contrast, is usually subadditive (Goldman &
Pellegrino, 1977; Ross & Landauer, 1978) even with
spaced repetition.

Thus repetition has additive effects on recall unless the
ease of retrieving the first encodings lowers the odds that
the items will benefit from a second chance. If the sub
jects encode items differently on the second occurrence,
however, the ease of retrieving the first encoding no
longer affects the odds. For example, Paivio (1974, 1975)
found subadditive recall after massed repetition if the items
were processed the same way each time. In contrast,
changing the process, as in imaging a word and then pro
nouncing it, produced additive effects of massed repeti
tion. Similarly, Gartman and Johnson (1972) found that
changing the context for repeated items removed the ef
fect of spacing and doubled recall.

In some conditions of the experiments we have
reviewed, recall was superadditive. There are many other
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experiments in which recall of repeated items was too
good to be additive (e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975; Gart
man & Johnson, 1972; Jacoby, Bartz, & Evans, 1978;
Mathews & Tu1ving, 1973). However, as Watkins and
Kerkar (1985) pointed out, there is no obvious difference
between the cases in which recall is superadditive and the
cases in which it is not.

In summary, free recall usually shows additive effects
of repetition unless repetitions are massed and redundantly
processed. Recognition is often subadditive even if repeti
tions are spaced. Although recall is usually additive, there
are some reports of superadditive recall.

Why is there so little evidence for superadditive recall?
One reason is that some artifacts inflate the predicted
values. The expectation that the same proportion of items
will be added on each trial overlooks the possibility that
the items missed on the first trial are inherently difficult
ones. If they are, then a low proportion of recall may be
a consequence of the quality of the items rather than a
consequence of repetition.

A second artifact is more subtle. Suppose one subject
recalis .10 of unrepeated items and .19 of repeated ones,
and another recalls .70 of unrepeated items and .91 of
repeated ones. Each subject recalls the predicted propor
tion of repeated items. However, the mean recall of un
repeated items, .40, predicts that the mean recall of
repeated items should be .64, which exceeds the actual
mean of .55. Although each subject performs at the
predicted level, the performance of the subjects as a group
shows subadditive effects of repetition. Even calculating
the predicted value for every subject and then averaging
does not remove the problem, because the same over
prediction comes about when we add over items within
subjects.

Because of these artifacts, repetition is more effective
than it appears to be from the published results. However,
we need to consider an artifact that has the opposite ef
fect: Recall of unrepeated items may suffer if repeated
items are in the same list. Tu1ving and Hastie (1972)
varied how many different words appeared in lists. At
one extreme, all 15 words were different. At the other
extreme, 7 words appeared twice and only 1 appeared
once. Recall of unrepeated words was .43, declining to
.40 if there were 1 or 2 repeated words in the list, and
to .37 if there were 6 or 7. The decline is small (from
.43 to .37), and so is the decline in predicted values (from
.68 to .60). Note that recall of the repeated items also
declined from .80 if there were 1 or 2 repeated words
to .72 if there were 6 or 7; even the worst recall of
repeated items exceeded the value predicted from the best
recall of unrepeated items.

Waugh (1962, 1963) did not fmd inhibited recall of un
repeated items in lists that also contained repeated items.
The discrepancy between results hinges on the procedures.
Tulving and Hastie (1972) required their subjects to recall
repeated words by writing them twice; Waugh did not.
Hastie (1975) found inhibition of recall of unrepeated
words only if subjects had to keep track of frequency.
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However, even the best recall of unrepeated items under
predicted recall ofrepeated items (.73 <.77, Experi
ment 1; .63 < .72, Experiment 2). Robbins, Bray, and
Irvin (1974) examined recall of unrepeated pairs in lists
containing repeated pairs, and also found inhibition only
if subjects had to remember frequency. Again, recall of
repeated pairs exceeded values predicted by the best recall
of unrepeated pairs (.64 > .61, Experiment 1;
.65 > .55, Experiment 2; .64 > .53, Experiment 3).

Thus recall of unrepeated items may suffer if repeated
items are in the same list. If so, predicted values will be
too low, increasing the odds of finding superadditive ef
fects that are spurious.

Watkins and Kerkar (1985) used lists in which some
items appeared once and others twice. In each of three
experiments, they found superadditive recall of repeated
items. In Experiment 2, for example, recall of repeated
items was more than twice that of unrepeated items
(.44 > .17). However, recall of unrepeated items would
need to improve from .17 to only .25 to predict recall
of the repeated items. Free recall is a poor procedure when
there are items of differential strength in the list. Inhibi
tion of recall of weak items occurs if subjects recall the
strong ones first (Roediger, 1974). Even modest inhibi
tion could reduce recall from .25 to .17.

Glenberg and Lehmann (1980) repeated items over lists.
Immediately after the second list, subjects recalled .22
of the unrepeated items from the first list and .50 from
the second. Recall of repeated items was .60, which nearly
equalled the predicted value, .61. When the second test
was delayed by a week, recall of repeated items was .26,
which exceeded the predicted value, .18. If the encod
ings were independent when they occurred, they would
still be independent after a delay. Why, then, did recall
become superadditive? After the delay, the repeated items
were 43%of the immediate level, but the predicted value
was only 30% of its former level. The items from the first
list declined to 36 % of their former level (.08) and those
from the second list fell to 20% of their fonner level (.10).
The predicted values are based on items that are poorly
recalled. Even if true recall of the items was .10 from
the first list and .18 from the second, the repeated items
would be at the predicted value.

We do not know whether inhibition did occur in these
experiments. However, even modest inhibitionmight have
produced the results. In our own experiments, this was
not a possibility .

By our account, the second trial is an implicit memory
test whose outcome informs the system how much addi
tional encoding is needed. With spaced repetition, the out
come of the test is correlated with success. Items whose
first encodings are not retrieved will likely fail the final
test. All other things equal, these items have the same
chance of becoming adequate on the second trial as do
new items under the same experimental conditions. Items
whose encodings are adequate after one trial will likely
be retrieved on the second trial; their fluent retrieval cor
rectly implies that they need no additional encoding. All
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other things equal, the proportion of repeated items that
are adequate after one trial will equal the proportion of
unrepeated items from the first trial that ultimately suc
ceed. If these two events are the only ones, memory for
repeated items will be additive.

Memory can be superadditive only if three constraints
are jointly met. First, some items must be inadequately
encoded after one trial. Second, some of these inadequate
encodings must be retrieved when the items are repeated;
this constraint is likely to be met because the second trial
is sooner than the test and it is more similar to the first
trial than the test will be. Third, these encodings must
be more likely than new items to become adequate. To
be concrete, suppose that .40 of items are adequate after
one trial and that half of the other .60 are retrieved on
the second trial, at which time .70 become adequate.
Recall is then .73, which is only .09 better than the ex
pected value, .64.

In summary, superadditive recall is rarely seen because
there are artifacts working against it and because the
difference between the observed and predicted values is
a product of three probabilities, one of which is a differ
ence. We will remove the artifacts in our experiments,
and move from free recall to cued recall.

Why cued recall? We have not yet defined "adequacy
of encoding." The organization-redintegration hypothe
sis (Begg, 1972, 1973, 1978a, 1982; Begg & Sikich,
1984; Begg & White, 1985) proposes that cued recall
needs relational information and item-specific informa
tion. By that account, encoding is the process of inter
preting items and organizing them into memory units.
Items share a unit only if they are processed in relation
to each other. Items are recognized only if they are dis
tinctive within their units (Begg, 1978b; Jacoby, Craik,
& Begg, 1979). Although the adequacy of the informa
tion that relates items is independent of the adequacy of
the information that identifies each item, recall requires
that both kinds of information be adequate. If a pair is
encoded as two unrelated units, retrieval of one does not
enable recall of the partner, and even a strong relation
cannot mediate recall unless it is accessible by the cue.

Cued recall should show superadditive effects of repe
tition because of primed encodings for pairs that fail be
cause only one of the two requisites is met. If pairs are
retrieved on the second trial, they have a better chance
than new pairs of becoming adequate. If the items are ade
quately related, but the future cue is inadequately encoded,
the pair needs only additional encoding of that cue to be
a success. Reciprocally, if the cue is recognizable, but
unrelated to the target, the pair needs only the addition
of relational information to be a success. New pairs need
both requisites, and the odds of getting both are lower
thanthe odds of getting one, because they are independent.

In summary, we have proposed that when a pair is
studied, there is a chance that each item will acquire enough
item-specific information for it to be recognized on the fi
nal test. Independent of this, there is a chance that the items

will be related well enough that retrieval of one will allow
recall of the other. After one trial, some pairs have both
relational and item-specific information. These pairs will
succeed regardless of what happens on a second trial. Some
pairs have neither kind of information. These pairs will
fail unless both kinds of information are encoded on the
second trial. Other pairs have one kind of information but
not the other. When repeated, these pairs retrieve the first
encoding, but retrieval is less fluent than for pairs that
retrieve fully adequate encodings. Nontluent retrieval is
a signal that more encoding is needed, and the retrieved
encoding directs the course of the additional encoding. This
cognitive crosstalk makes the second trial more effective
than it would be if the two events were independent.

Although the theory is simple, it makes testable predic
tions. Cued recall will improve superadditively with repe
tition; however, recognition of single words will not, be
cause it is more exclusively reliant on one factor, item
specific information, than cued recall is. Furthermore,
superadditive cued recall will occur whether the pairs are
processed interactively or separately, because pairs lack
ing either kind of information are candidates for prim
ing. Finally, superadditive cued recall will occur whether
the pairs are processed in the same way or in a different
way over trials; changing the process reduces the chance
that fluent retrieval will interfere with the second encod
ing, but it also increases the chance that the first encod
ing will fail to be retrieved.

OVERVIEW

The rest of the article describes five experiments
designed to determine whether memory for pairs increases
superadditively with repetition. Because of the rarity of
the phenomenon, we included many controls and condi
tions. In retrospect, most of these complications were un
necessary.

Our task can be symbolized as AB-BC. Some pairs (A)
were in the first of two lists, some (C) were in the sec
ond, and others (B) were in both. Recall of the B pairs,
b, was compared to the value predicted by a+c(l-a).
Memory was tested by cued recall in each experiment,
and the pairs were studied by interactive or separate
processes.

Experiment 1 used the AB-BC sequence and two other
ones, AB-DC and AD-BC, in which another set of pairs,
D, replaced one of the occurrences of the B pairs. Each
case gives a predicted value, a+c(l-a), to compare with
the repeated B items. There is also a predicted value from
the unrepeated B pairs: b+b(l-b). The experiment al
lows very stringent comparisons between repeated and un
repeated items, the results of which indicate whether the
unrepeated items are inhibited by the repeated ones.

The remaining experiments (2-5) used the AB-BC
paradigm. Experiments 2, 3, and 4 each compared four
interactive conditions with four separate conditions.
Within each, either both lists were studied the same way,



imaginally or verbally, or one was imaginal and the other
was verbal. The three experiments allow 24 comparisons
between predicted and observed values for repeated items.
Experiments 2, 3, and 4 included other comparisons as
well. Experiment 2 included groups who studied single
words rather than pairs, followed by free recall. Experi
ment 3 used longer lists and tested recognition of single
words from the pairs. Experiment 5 studied within-list
repetition. Interactive imagery again was contrasted with
separate imagery, and the effects of repetition again were
assessed for cued recall and for recognition.

Over the five experiments, there were more than 40
comparisons between cued recall of repeated items and
its predicted value. In every comparison, the observed
values exceeded the predicted ones. There were 16 com
parisons for recognition: between-list repetition had ad
ditive effects, but within-list repetition was subadditive.
There were also four comparisons for free recall: recall
was superadditive, but barely.
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nouns were sorted into eight sets of 26, matched for mean imagery
and familiarity values. The sets were assigned at random to be left
or right-hand members offour sets of pairs (A, B, C, D), and were
paired at random. In the AB-BC condition, List I had the A pairs
and B pairs randomly interspersed, and List 2 hadthe B and C pairs
randomly interspersed; mean spacing for the two occurrences of
the B pairs was 52 (range = 35-70) intervening pairs. In theAB-DC
condition, the same List I was used, but the D pairs replaced the
B pairs in List 2. In the AD-BC condition, the D pairs replaced
the B pairs in List I.

Each List I-List 2 sequence was recorded on videotape from a
computer-generated display. The pair members appeared side by
side, with 5 sec from onset to onset. The test comprised the left
hand members from the 26 A pairs, the 26 B pairs, and the 26
C pairs, in random order.

Procedure. All subjects were encouraged to follow instructions.
The list presentation was described, and the subjects were told there
might be repetitions. Half the subjects were given interactive im
agery instructions, and half were given separate imagery instruc
tions (Begg, 1978a); then the 104 pairs were presented. Following
study, which required 8 min, the subjects were tested by cued recall.
The test was self-paced and took less than 10 min.

Table 1
Proportionate Cued Rec:alI of Repeated and

Unrepeated Pairs in Experiment 1

Results and Discussion
Throughout this paper, all means are proportions and

mean squared errors are squared proportions. The alpha
level is .05 for inferences, including post hoc t tests used
to calculate critical differences for evaluating simple
effects.

Proportionate recall of the 26 pairs of each set appears
in Table 1. It is obvious that repetition did not inhibit
recall of unrepeated pairs; mean recall of the A and C
pairs in the AB-BC, AB-DC, and AD-BC conditions was
.21, .20, and .21, respectively (F < 1). Recall of pairs
having interactive imagery exceeded recall of those hav
ing separate imagery [F(l ,102) = 51.8, MSe = 0.0074],
and recall of C pairs exceeded that of A pairs [.23 vs.
.19; F(l,102) = 14.4, MSe = 0.0069]. For the un
repeated B pairs, recall of pairs having interactive imagery
exceeded recall of those having separate imagery [F(l,68)
= 35.8, MSe = 0.016], and recall was unreliably better
for pairs in List 2 than for those in List 1 (.21 vs.. 18;
F = 1.43).

Unrepeated Repeated Predicted By

A C Bl B2 A,C Bl

EXPERIMENT 1

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to find out whether
cued recall of repeated pairs exceeds the level expected
if each presentation is an independent cognitive event. No
previous research has asked this question of cued recall.

On the basis of previous research, we developed a
paradigm in which the unrepeated items should not be in
hibited by the repeated ones, but which allowed us to find
out whether there is any inhibition, and to determine
whether the recall of repeated items exceeds the level that
would be predicted by unrepeated items without repeated
items in the same list. The procedure was simple. Each
subject studied two lists, each containing two sets of pairs.
In the AB-BC procedure, one set of pairs (A) was in the
first list, one set (C) was in the second, and one set (B)
was in both. The two control procedures were AB-DC
and AD-BC, in which one of the occurrences of the B
pairs was replaced by another set of pairs (D). If inhibi
tion occurs, the A and C pairs should be recalled most
poorly in the AB-BC condition.

Superadditivity occurs if recall of repeated items ex
ceeds the value predicted from recall ofunrepeated pairs.
Repeated items can be compared to a+c(I-a), calculated
for each of the three procedures. They can also be com
pared to b+b(l-b), calculated from each of the control
procedures in which the B items appeared only once.
These contrasts are sufficiently stringent tests of super
additive recall because they rule out item selection and
inhibition of unrepeated items.

List Condition

AB-BC
AB-DC
AD-BC

.09

.09

.11

Separate Imagery

.15

.11 .08

.18 .14

.34 .23
.19
.26

.15

.24

Method
Subjects. One hundred eight students from McMaster Univer

sity, in six groups of 18, served to fulfill a requirement of the in
troductory psychology course.

Materials. Two hundred eight nouns with imagery values (Is)
greater than 6 and familiarity values (Fs) greater than 10 were
selected from Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan's (1968) word list. The

Interactive Imagery

AB-BC .26 .34 .62 .49
AB-DC .29 .29 .28 .48 .46
AD-BC .27 .29 .29 .47 .48

Note-A = pairs that were only in List I, C = pairs that were only
in List 2, Bl = the B pairs that were in only one list, and B2 = the
same pairs when they were in both lists. The prediction from A,C =
a+c(l-a), and the prediction from Bl = bl +bl(l-bl).
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It is also clear from Table 1 that recall of repeated
B pairs exceeded all the predicted values. The recall of
repeated pairs was first compared to the predicted values
from the A and C pairs within subjects. Observed recall
(.48) exceeded predicted recall (.36) [F(l,34) = 20.1,
MSe = 0.0092]. Second, recall of repeated pairs was
compared to values predicted from the A and C pairs in
the two control lists. Again, recall exceeded the predicted
values (.33, .36) [F(2,102) = 6.09, MSe = 0.033; a
difference of .09 is reliable]. Finally, recall of repeated
B pairs was compared to recall predicted by the un
repeated B pairs. Once again, recall exceeded the
predicted values (.30, .36) [F(2,102) = 7.91, MSe =
0.036; critical difference = .09].

Discussion
As in previous research, there is no inhibition by

repeated items on recall of unrepeated items if the sub
jects are not required to keep track of frequency. The
demonstration of superadditive recall of repeated items
against unrepeated items from lists containing no repeated
items is a more stringent demonstration than the within
subjects demonstrations. However, the point is the same:
Recall of repeated items is better than expected if each
repetition contributes independently to memorability.

EXPERIMENTS 2, 3, AND 4

The next three experiments used the AB-BC procedure.
Each subject studied two lists of word pairs; half the pairs
in List 2 were new, and half were repetitions ofpairs from
List 1. After both lists were presented, the left-hand mem
bers of all pairs were given as cues for recall of the right
hand members. The contrast of interest is that between
recall of repeated B pairs, b, and recall of unrepeated
pairs, a and c. Recall is superadditive if b > a+c(1-a).

As in Experiment 1, subjects processed the two mem
bers of each pair separately or interactively. In addition,
the encoding modality was varied; each list was encoded
verbally or imaginally.

Encoding modality was manipulated because previous
research has indicated that it matters whether items are
encoded in the same way each time. Goldman and Pelle
grino (1977) found additive recall for items processed a
different way each time but superadditive recall for items
processed the same way each time. Similarly, Thios
(1972) repeated words in either the same or a different
sentence context. Recall was subadditive (.25 < .34) if
the repetitions were massed and in different contexts;
spacing increased recall to .40. However, recall of words
repeated in the same context and massed was .40; spacing
increased recall to .48. Other research has shown better
recall if items are repeatedly processed in the same con
text rather than in different contexts (Postman & Knecht,
1983), in different orders (Polzella & Chocinsky, 1974),
or under different strategies (Young & Bellezza, 1982).

Results of other research have differed, however. Su
peradditive recall was found in Paivio's (1974, 1975)
studies only when repetitions were spaced and processed

differently. Similarly, Gartman and Johnson (1972) found
superadditive recall only if the contexts for the items were
changed between repetitions. The strongest evidence for
superadditive recall was reported by Watkins and Kerkar
(1985), whose procedure included presenting the item in
a different context on each occurrence. Thus varying or
maintaining mode of processing over repetitions matters,
but not in a simple way.

Experiments 2, 3, and 4 of this study differed from each
other in some ways. In Experiment 2, free recall was
tested after the subjects studied words rather than pairs.
For stimuli that are single words, interitem relational
processing should occur incidentally, if at all. We ex
pected that free recall would be closer to being additive
than would cued recall, because cued recall cannot suc
ceed without both item-specific and relational informa
tion. In Experiment 3, longer lists were used and recog
nition was tested. We expected recognition to show
additive effects of repetition. Goldman and Pellegrino
(1977) found no cases in which recognition was superad
ditive, but they did find some cases in which recognition
of repeated items was subadditive. No experiments to date
have examined recognition of individual pair members in
this context. In Experiment 4, shorter lists were used to
improve performance with separately processed items. As
we shall see, however, the procedural differences across
experiments proved to be minor.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 384 students of introductory psy

chology classes at McMaster University who served to fulfill a
course requirement. In Experiment 2, eight groups of 20 studied
pairs and four groups of 16 studied single words; in Experiment 3,
eight groups of 10 studied pairs; in Experiment 4, eight groups of
10 studied pairs.

Materials. The materials were nouns from Paivio et al. 's (1968)
word list. In Experiment 2, 120 nouns (Is ~ 6 and 10 < Fs < 99)
were used to make 60 pairs. In Experiment 3, 234 nouns (Is>
5 and Fs > 26) were used to make 78 pairs and 78 distractors for
a recognition test. In Experiment 4, a random subset of 96 of the
nouns from Experiment 3 was used to make 48 pairs. For each ex
periment the pairs were made the same way. For example, the 120
nouns in Experiment 2 were sorted into six sets of 20 that were
nearly identical in mean imagery and frequency ratings. Random
pairing between sets produced three sets of 20 pairs that were nearly
identical in their normative characteristics. Similarly, for Experi
ment 3 there were three sets of 26 pairs, and for Experiment 4 there
were three sets of 16. Note that the items and their assignments
to sets differed over the experiments.

In Experiment 2, each subject saw two lists of 40 pairs whose
members were side by side on a television monitor. Pairs were
presented at a rate of 10 sec per pair. The monitor showed a
videocassette recording of a computer-generated display. List 1 had
the 20 A pairs and the 20 B pairs in random order. List 2 had the
20 B pairs and the 20 C pairs in random order. Experiment 3 was
the same except that there were 26 different pairs for A, B, and
C, and Experiment 4 was also the same except that there were 16
different pairs. Thus, each experiment had an equal number of pairs
that appeared only in List 1 (A pairs), only in List 2 (C pairs), or
once in each list (B pairs).

Each experiment used a cued recall test on which the left-hand
members of all the A, B, and C pairs were provided in random
order, with a blank space next to each cue for recall of its partner.



Experiment 2 also included lists of single words for the subject
to study for 5 sec each before the free recall test. The two lists of
40 words each comprised the right-hand members of the lists of
pairs.

Experiment 3 included a recognition test consisting of the 78 dis
tractors and I member of each of the 78 pairs; the tested item was
equally often the left-hand and the right-hand member of a pair.
The 156 words were in random order, with Y and N next to each
one.

Procedure. The pairs in each experiment were studied under eight
conditions resultingfrom the factorial combination of threevariables.
List I was studied verbally or imaginally, List 2 was studied ver
bally or imaginally, and both lists were studied interactively or
separately. Instructions for imaginalinteraction required that the sub
jects form a single image of the two members of each pair interact
ing in an imagined frame above the monitor. Instructions for imagi
nal separation required formation of a single image for each word
in each pair, with each image projected to an imagined frame to the
nearer side, left or right, of themonitor. Instructions for verbal in
teraction required the subjects to generate associates that were related
to both words, and instructions for verbal separation required gener
ation of associates for each word on its own. Associates were to be
generated silently for as long as the pair was on the screen. Thus
four groups studied thepairs interactively, and four studied each word
separately. In each case, one group studied both lists verbally, one
studied both lists imaginally, and two groups studied each list differ
ently, one for each of the two orders. These eight conditions were
used in each of the three experiments. The interval between lists
was the 30 sec needed for the instructions for List 2.

Immediately after study, the subjects in Experiments 2 and 4 were
tested for cued recall, with 5 min allowed. The subjects in Experi
ment 3 were tested first for recognition (7 min) and then for cued
recall (5 min).

The subjects in Experiment 2 who studied single words were in
four groups. One group studied List I imaginally and List 2 ver
bally, a second group studied List I verbally and List 2 imaginally,
a third group studied both lists irnaginally, and the fourth group
studied both verbally. After study, subjects had 5 min for free writ
ten recall.

Results and Discussion
Cued recall: Superadditive? The first question was

whether the recall of repeated items was above the level
predicted by assuming independence. For each subject,
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the value of a+c(l-a) was calculated; the means shown
in Table 2 are the averages of these values. Note that all
24 B values are larger than the predicted values. The
difference was reliable in each experiment [F(1,152) =
64.3, F(l,72) = 136, andF(l,72) = 57.1, respectively].
In Experiment 2, recall of the B items exceeded the
predicted values less with interactive processing (.68 vs.
.61) than with separate processing (043 vs..30) [F(l,152)
= 7Al ]. In Experiment 3, the mean recall for the B items
was .51 and the predicted value was .33, and there were
no interactions. In Experiment 4, pairs studied twice by
interactive imagery did not reliably exceed the predicted
value, resulting in a four-way interaction [F(l,72) =
4.52]; the interaction reflects a ceiling effect in this one
comparison.

Cued recall of repeated pairs is well above the level
predicted by assuming that each study occasion is an in
dependent cognitive event. The only cases in which recall
was not much higher than the predicted value were ones
in which the unrepeated items were so well recalled that
the predicted values were high. However, with a long list,
in Experiment 3, all values exceeded the predicted values.
In addition, superadditive recall occurred with interac
tive and separate processing, imaginal and verbal encod
ing, and repetition using the same or a different process.

Cued recall: Other results. The other results for cued
recall will be presented briefly, because they are incidental
to the present purposes. First, interactive processing led
to better recall than did separate processing in all cases.
The difference was reliable for the A pairs, the C pairs,
and the B pairs in each experiment. The smallest of the
nine F values was 36.3.

Second, imaginal processing was generally better than
verbal processing, but the difference was not as over
whelming as for interactive and separate processing. For
the A pairs, there was a reliable main effect in each ex
periment; the smallest Fwas 12.0. There were also some
interactions. In Experiment 3, there was an interaction
between interactive and separate processing and imagi-

Table 2
Mean Cued Recall for Unrepeated Items (A and C), Repeated Items (B), and

the Values Predicted (Pr) for the Repeated Items

List I-List 2

Experiment 2 Experiment 3

A C B Pr A C B Pr

Separate Processing

Experiment 4

A C B Pr

Verbal-Verbal .11 .20 .40 .27 .07 .09 .38 .15 .08 .26 .42 .31
Verbal-Imagery .20 .17 .38 .31 .10 .06 .25 .14 .09 .20 .37 .27
Imagery-Verbal .23 .11 .42 .31 .11 .00 .21 .11 .12 .16 .36 .26
Imagery-Imagery .21 .19 .53 .33 .18 .10 .47 .26 .23 .11 .47 .31

Interactive Processing

Verbal-Verbal .24 .30 .51.44 .29 .26 .65 .43 .40.56 .87 .72
Verbal-Imagery .38 .60 .76 .73 .17 .24 .60 .36 .34 .61 .89 .72
Imagery-Verbal .48 .32 .70 .59 .44 .20 .71 .54 .41.43.84 .63
Imagery-Imagery .47 .57 .76.72 .50.40 .82.66 .78 .71 .94 .92

Note-A = pairs that were only in List 1, C = pairs that were only in List 2, B = pairs that
were in both lists, and Pr = the predicted value for B. Pr = a + c(l-a), calculated for each
subject and averaged. MSe < 0.056 for each column, and MSe < 0.013 for contrasts between
Band Pr.
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EXPERIMENT 5

Discussion
Results of thethreeexperiments all showthatcuedrecall

of repeateditemsis betterthanit wouldbe if the two study
occasions were independent cognitive events. Further
more, repeateditemsexceedthe predictedvaluesfor each
studyprocedure,and ifbothtrialsusethe same or a differ
ent procedure.With recognition and free recall, however,
there is less evidence that would allow us to reject the
assumption of independence.

In summary, pairs studied twice are particularly
memorable. However, the valueof repetitionfor memory
differs across tests. Item-specific information, useful for
recognition, may increase independently over study oc
casions. Cued recall also needs information relating the
items. The full set of item-specific information and rela
tional information increases more than expected on the
second trial.

Recognition. Mean recognition in Experiment 3 is in
the bottom two sections of Table 3. Separate processing
produced better recognitionthan did interactive process
ing, as rt sometimes does (Begg, 1979, 1982, 1983;
McGee, 1980). The advantagewas marginal for A items
(.81 and .76 for separate and interactive processing,
respectively) [F(1,72) = 2.97, p = .09], but reliable for
C items (.83 > .73, F = 12.1) and B items (.96 > .92,
F = 5.61).

There was no evidenceof superadditivity; the mean for
repeateditems(.939) was nearly identical to the predicted
value (.941). The lack of difference betweenthe observed
and predicted values is not simply a ceiling effect, be
cause the observed and predictedvalues track each other
over the eight cells; indeed, r = .87, despite extreme at
tenuationof the range. Furthermore, the obtained values
did have room to fall short of predicted values, but did
not. Cautiously, we conclude that there is no evidence
for trace interaction in recognition; privately, we think
the results support the stronger conclusion of in
dependence.

.47

.47 The final experiment contrasted memory for repeated

.47 pairs with the level predictedby unrepeatedpairs. A run-

.56 ed thning list, in which some pairs occurr once and 0 ers
twice, was used. Goldman and Pellegrino (1977) found

.95 that words repeated in a running list were recalled at or

.96 above the predicted level, but were recognized at or be

.95 low the predicted level. Experiment 5 was designed to

.97
determine whether pairs would show the same pattern as
words.

Two recognition tests were used. One was a yes-no test
on which the subjectsclassifiedeach item as new or old.
The other was a frequency test on which the subjects es
timated how often each item had occurred during study;
recognition hits are estimates greater than zero. Proctor
(1977) found better recognition inferred from frequency
estimates than measured directly, but Harris, Begg, and

Experiment 3: Recognition after Interactive Study

Verbal-Verbal .75 .74 .92 .93
Verbal-Imagery .69 .72 .90 .91
Imagery-Verbal .78 .69 .92 .91
Imagery-Imagery .81 .79 .95 .95

Note-A = pairs that were only in List 1, C = pairs that were only
in List 2, B = pairs that were in both lists, and Pr = the predictedvalue
for B. Pr = a+c(I-a), calculatedfor each subject and averaged. All
MSes < 0.025.

Unrepeated Repeated

List I-List 2 A C B Pr

Experiment 2: Free Recall of Single Words

Verbal-Verbal .27 .27 .49
Verbal-Imagery .30 .26 .52
Imagery-Verbal .28 .27 .54
Imagery-Imagery .32 .36 .58

Experiment 3: Recognition after Separate Study

Verbal-Verbal .84 .81 .96
Verbal-Imagery .82 .81 .94
Imagery-Verbal .76 .82 .96
Imagery-Imagery .84 .89 .96

Table 3
Mean Free Recall of Single Words (Experiment 2) and Recognition

of Single Members of Pairs (Experiment 3)

nal and verbal processing [F(1,72) = 5.34] because the
advantage for interactive over separate study was more
pronounced with imaginal than with verbal processing.
InExperiment4, the advantage for the imaginallyencoded
pairs was especially great if the secondlist was also ima
ginally studied [F(1,72) = 11.1].

For C pairs in Experiment 2, imagery exceeded ver
bal processing [F(1,152) = 16.6], but more so in the in
teractive conditions than in the separate conditions
[F(1,152) = 12.0]. For C pairs in Experiment 3, there
was only a slight advantage for imaginal over verbal
processing (.20 vs.. 14) [F(1,72) = 3.69, p = .06], but
there was an interaction with how the first list had been
processed [F(1,72) = 6.87]; using the same procedure
a second time was better than using a different one. For
Experiment 4, imaginal studyexceededverbal studyonly
in the interaction conditions [F(1,72) = 7.68].

Free recall. Mean free recall for the subjects in Ex
periment 2 who studied lists of single words is in the top
section of Table 3. For these words, the only reliable ef
fect of processing condition was an interaction between
imaginaland verbal processing and lists [F(1,60) =4.01].

The repeated words were not recalledmuchbetter than
was predicted. However, the small difference was reli
able [F(l,60) = 7.63]. Although there was no interac
tion over conditions, superadditivity occurred only in
mixed conditions. In separate analysesof the four condi
tions, neither the verbal-verbal nor the imaginal-imagi
nal difference was reliable [F(1,15) = 1.27, and F(1,15)
= 0.15, respectively], but both the verbal-imaginal and
the imaginal-verbal differences were [F(1,15) = 4.87,
and F(1,15) = 4.68, respectively]. This weak finding
favors theories that expect enhanced additivity with
differential processing.
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Table 5
Mean Recognition Performance and Frequency

Estimates in Experiment 5

Immediately after study, the test sheets were handed out, with
the recognition test given to half of the subjects and the frequency
test to half. The tests were self-paced and took less than 12 min.

Results and Discussion
Cued recall. Mean recall values are in Table 4, aver

aged over the initial ratings of frequency or goodness,
because that variable had no reliable effects. The first anal
ysis contrasted recall of unrepeated pairs with recall of
repeated pairs over the between-subjects conditions. In
teractive study resulted in better recall than separate study
[F(1,72) = 35.1, MSe = 0.0098], repeated pairs were
recalled better than unrepeated pairs [F(1,72) = 151, MSe
= 0.0064], and the two variables interacted [F(1,72) =
19.2]; the effect of repetition was greater with interac
tive study (.41 vs..20) than with separate study (.17 vs.
.07).

As in the other experiments, the comparison of interest
is that between recall of repeated items and the level
predicted by unrepeated items. Recall of repeated items
exceeded the predicted values [F(1,72) = 19.0, MSe =
0.0061], although the difference was less than in the
discrete-list studies. The only interaction was the three
way interaction among imagery, test, and measure
[F(1,72) = 5.16, d. crit. = .050]; the eight means are
in Table 4. Thus, as Goldman and Pellegrino (1977) found
with single words, recall of repeated pairs is at or beyond
the predicted level.

Recognition. Mean recognition scores are in the top
two sections ofTable 5; means are averaged over the two
imagery instructions because they had no reliable effects.
First, we considered the proportion of items called old
over presentation frequencies of 0, 1, and 2. The type
oftest [F(1,72) = 11.6, MSe = 0.0041] and frequency
[F(2,144) = 828, MSe = 0.011] had reliable main ef
fects. Frequency interacted with set during study
[F(2,144) = 8.88, d. crit. = .047]; initial attention to fre
quency gave poorer recognition than did attention to im
age goodness, because of a higher false alarm rate in the
new items (.25 > .09). Frequency also interacted with
the type of test [F(2, 144) = 6.99]; more items were called
old on the frequency test than on the recognition test for

.90

.89

.86

.85

1.27
1.30

0.83
0.87

Frequency of Occurrence Recognition

(Predicted)

0.17
0.36

Frequency Estimates

0 2

Recognition Test

On-line Goodness .06 .66 .82
On-line Frequency .10 .64 .75

Frequency Test

On-line Goodness .15 .71 .80
On-line Frequency .32 71 .84

On-line Goodness
On-line Frequency

Recognition Test .08 .18 .15
Frequency Test .06 .17 .12

Interactive Imagery

Recognition Test .19 .42 .32
Frequency Test .22 .40 37

Table 4
Mean Cued Recall on Recognition and Frequency

Tests in Experiment 5

Unrepeated Repeated Predicted

Separate Imagery

Method
Subjects. Eighty introductory psychology students from

McMaster University, with 10 in each of eight conditions, served
to fulfill a course requirement.

Materials. One hundred ninety-two nouns (Is> 6.0 and Fs >
10) were selected from Paivio et al.'s (1968) word list. The nouns
were sorted into six sets of 32 matched as closely as possible on
imagery and frequency values. One set was selected at random for
the 32 distractors on the test. Another set made 16 filler pairs. Two
sets were left-hand items and two were right-hand items; random
pairing gave two sets of 32 pairs, one to be unrepeated and one
to be repeated.

The list comprised 120 pairs recorded on videotape from a
computer-generated display in which pair members appeared side
by side for 5 sec each. There were five blocks of 24 pairs. Each
block had the first occurrence of 16 pairs and the second occur
rence of 8. For the first block, all 8 second occurrences were fillers
whose first occurrence was also in the block. Each succeeding block
contained the second occurrence of 8 pairs whose first occurrence
was in the preceding block, the first occurrence of 8 pairs whose
second appearance was in the next block, and 8 pairs that were not
repeated; the exception was the final block, in which 16 pairs had
their only appearance. Thus, repeated items had a mean lag of 23
items intervening, with a range from 17 to 31.

Two test booklets were constructed. Each contained the 32 left
hand members of unrepeated pairs, the 32 left-hand members of
repeated pairs, and 32 new items. The 96 items were in four blocks
of24; each block had 8 new items, 8 unrepealed items (2 from each
of the final four study blocks), and 8 repeated items (2 from each
of the final four study blocks). To the right of each test item was
a blank space for recall; to the left were Y and N for a recognition
test, or 0, I, and 2 for a frequency test.

Procedure. The list was shown to eight groups of subjects, all
of whom had been asked to follow instructions and had been told
of the nature of the list. Four groups had interactive imagery in
structions, and four had separate imagery instructions. Each sub
ject had a study sheet consisting of the numerals I to 120, with
a 0 and a 1 next to each. Two of each set of four groups were to
circle I if they had imaged to the pair previously and 0 if they had
not; these conditions are the on-line frequency conditions. The other
subjects circled I if the present image was better than the immedi
ately preceding one, and 0 if it was not. The task took about 10 min.

Mitterer (1980) and Begg, Maxwell, Mitterer, and Harris
(1986) did not.

The subjects studied the pairs using interactive or
separate imagery. In addition, some subjects estimated
frequency of occurrence of pairs at the time of study, to
ensure attention to frequency. Other subjects judged
whether each image was better or worse than the preced
ing one, using the same scale as those who estimated fre
quency.
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new items (.24 > .08) and unrepeated items (.71 > .65),
but not repeated items (.82 vs..78). Thus, old-new dis
crimination was better on the recognition test than on the
frequency test.

Next, we compared recognition of repeated items to the
level predicted by unrepeated items. As found by Gold
man and Pellegrino (1977), recognition of repeated items
was below the predicted level [F(1,72) = 44.5, MSe =
OJlO5I]. The only interaction was among measure, test,
and set [F(I,72) = 7.9I,d. crit. = .045]; the eight means
ar e in Table 5. Recognition was reliably less than pre
dieted except for the recognition test after goodness rat
ings' and even for that it was marginally less (p = .06).
Thus recognition shows subadditive effects of repetition.

Frequency estimates. Finally, we considered the fre
quency estimates, shown in the bottom panel of Table 5,
averaged over imagery. The only interaction was a mar
ginal interaction between presentation frequency and on
line set [F(2,72) = 2.71, MSe = 0.032, p = .07,
d. crit. = .11]. Attention to frequency during study may
have negatively affected accuracy.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results from the five experiments are easily sum
marized. Repetition has superadditive effects on cued
recall but not on recognition of individual words. Super
additive recall is not an artifact of inhibition of unrepeated
pairs by repeated pairs, nor do some otherwise potent vari
ables affect whether recall of repeated pairs exceed the
predicted values. Superadditive recall is a real phe
nomenon.

By our account, superadditivity occurs because traces
interact within the cognitive system. After one trial, some
pairs are already adequately encoded for a final test and
some are not. The adequate ones do not need additional
encoding. The ones that are not adequate, however, are
not a unitary class. Some fail only because the cues are
unrelated to the sought targets, some fail only because
the cues cannot retrieve the unit that relates the cue and
target, and others fail because there is no useful informa
tion in memory. Recall is additive if failures are a uni
tary class of poorly encoded items. It is the primed en
codings that account for superadditivity. The second
presentation of these pairs retrieves the earlier encodings,
at which time only one of the two requisites for recall
needs to be met to make these pairs recallable.

Our account places the cause of superadditive recall at
the second encoding of repeated items. This account is
formally indistinguishable from some other accounts. One
could, for instance, propose that the dependency occurs
at the time of the [mal test. A cue could retrieve a trace
that is not itself adequate for memory, but that is ade
quate to enrich the cue, helping it to retrieve an adequate
trace. The math is the same, and we have side-stepped
this issue by the hedge "adequate for the final test." We
can think of no way to distinguish these alternatives.
Perhaps they are different in words only.

One could propose that dependency does not come about
because the first encoding influences the second one, but
rather because the second encoding causes retroactive
recoding of the first one. Tulving (1983) described an ex
periment in which recall of BOY was contrasted under
two conditions, namely BOY followed later in the list by
GIRL, or BOY not followed by GIRL; the respective
recall values were .60 and .34. His explanation was that
"at the time of the presentation of the word GIRL the
subject 'thought back' to the earlier presentation of the
word BOY, and that, as a result, the engram of BOY was
recoded" (p. 167). Tulving cited experiments by Loftus
(e.g., Loftus & Loftus, 1980) as additional support for
the notion.

The difference between the conceptions is in the con
tents of the memory system. By our account, the system
has (1) the trace of the first event, and (2) the trace of
the second event as influenced by the retrieved trace of
the first one. By the recoding account, the system has
(1) the trace of the second event, and (2) the trace of the
first event as recoded under the influence of the second
one. For the BOY-GIRL example, Tulving has a
BOY/GIRL trace and a GIRL trace, but we have a GIRL/
BOY trace and a BOY trace. Even if the two traces in
our account are independent, recall of BOY would be
.34+ .34(1- .34) = .56, which is close to the .60
reported. It is not clear to us why the single BOY/GIRL
trace in the recoding account is retrieved with a proba
bility of .60 if a BOY trace had a probability of only .34.

Recoding is a controversial possibility. McCloskey and
Zaragoza (1985), for example, showed that the "recod
ing" in Loftus's work does not reflect loss of initial in
formation, but rather reflects memory for new informa
tion added later. Similarly, Hasher, Attig, and Alba (1981)
disconfirmed the notion that old information is "updated
and erased" by new information. They showed that the
initial information is recoverable if the subjects are later
told to discount the information that "erased" the initial
information. More generally, Martin (1971) considered
the case in which people learn A-B pairs, then later learn
A-C pairs. A-B recall declines as A-C improves, sug
gesting that the later occurrence of C erased or knocked
out B from its association with A, or, in new words, the
earlier A-B traces were recoded as A-C traces. Martin
showed, however, that the ability of each A to recall its
B partner was independent of its ability to recall C. The
fact that recall increases or decreases over conditions does
not logically imply that individual traces were recoded.
Recoding is sufficient to produce differences between con
ditions, but it is not necessary; original traces could be
intact but be harder to retrieve because later events add
enough more "stuff" to the system to increase the amount
of search needed, for example.

Our explanation is the neutral alternative; no theories
deny that a current event can retrieve earlier ones, or that
encoding is influenced by the current contents of the cog
nitive system. Recoding is a controversial alternative; it
requires a demonstration that earlier traces are perma-



nentlyaltered. "To prove the recoding hypothesis wrong,
therefore, all that is necessary is to show that all origi
nally stored information is still functionally intact after
recoding has taken place" (Tulving, 1983, p. 168). We
have no evidence in our experiments that original infor
mation is intact. However, each time the recoding account
has appeared in a new disguise, some investigator has
found that the old stuff is still there. We fear the same
sequence will occur whenever the literature is ignored,
because recoding is a cute possibility, even if it is wrong.

In summary, we propose that superadditive recall oc
curs because some encodings that are inadequate for recall
are fertile ground in which to do additionalencoding. Such
encodings have enough item-specific information for
recognition of the cue or enough relational information
binding the cue and target, but not both. Item-specific in
formation on its own, however, does not increase more
from a second study occasion than expected on the basis
of independence, as judged by recognition of repeated
items. Thus relational information and item-specific in
formation are influenced by factors that are independent
of each other (cf. Humphreys, 1978; Hunt & Einstein,
1981), even though the two kinds of information interact
in the course of successful recall. Even if our explana
tion is wrong, however, superadditive recall is a real
phenomenon, and it needs some explanation.
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